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ABSTRACT 
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of English Language Education 
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English Language Curriculum 

Advisor I : Habiburrahim, MS., Ph.D 

Advisor II : Yuliar Masna, S. Pd.I., M.TESOL 

Keywords : Curriculum integration, Islamic values, curriculum 

development 

 

This research was conducted to study about the integration of Islamic values in 

English language department curriculum of Ar-Raniry State Islamic University. 

Islamic values are part of important aspects in education. Therefore, it needs to add 

more Islamic values into curriculum. This research aims analyzing the existing 

curriculum of the Department of English Language Education and finding out what 

Islamic values could be added more, and how to integrate the Islamic values into 

the English Language Education Department curriculum. The required data for this 

qualitative research design were collected through interviews and document 

analysis. The data were analyzed by using descriptive analysis and content analysis 

method. The participants of this research were 3 lecturers, 5 students in academic 

year 2013/2014 and 5 students in academic year 2017/2018. The research findings 

elucidated that the existing curriculum of the Department of English Language 

Education was based on Kerangka Kualifikasi Nasional Indonesia (KKNI), and the 

Islamic values that should be added more are attributes that related to the 

empowerment of akhlak (Ethical moral) values, Tasawuf, and some Islamic 

education. Furthermore, the curriculum integration approach can be developed by 

attaching some materials relating to Islamic values and implemented in learning 

activities. By integrating critical Islamic values in the curriculum, the department 

would be able to produce not only skillful but also having noble Akhlak graduates.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of Study 

Education as a part of culture and human civilization, which continues to 

grow is the same with human nature that has the creative and innovative potential 

in their lives. In a simple meaning, education is a human effort to grow and to 

develop the potential of both physical and spiritual disposition in accordance with 

the values that exist in society and culture (Hasan, 1997). Education is designed in 

accordance with necessary and the demands of the times. Therefore, according to 

Hasan (1997), education must rely on the society’s necessary, so as to be the answer 

to the society demands. In this regard, it can say that with the dynamics and 

demands of the time which is never finished, then education is also designed to 

improve its system that is closer to the needs of the times. The main educational 

tools viewed from internal factors consist of curriculum, syllabus, lesson plans, 

instructional media, instructional techniques and learning evaluations.  

Curriculum is one of the most important tools in education and it becomes 

a guide in the process determination, assessment and the final result of academic 

activities. Curriculum is dynamic, open and adaptive, such as the applicable 

curriculum in the Department of English Education Curriculum. Thus, the 

curriculum becomes a fundamental thing in education. In the perspective of national 

education policy, as it can be seen in the law of the national education system No 

20 year 2003, “ Curriculum is a set of plans and arrangements, regarding objectives, 

content, and learning materials, as well as 
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ways used as guidelines for the implementation of learning activities to achieve the 

educational goals”. 

According to Langgulung (2001), curriculum is the ‘queen’ of education 

because it determines ways how education processes should take place. Curriculum 

has four main aspects. Firstly, the objectives (what kind of individual teacher’s want 

to produce from the curriculum); secondly, the contents (data, information, 

activities and experience which forming the curriculum); thirdly, the methodology 

(teaching methods and how teachers encourage the students to fulfill the 

curriculum); and lastly, the evaluation (the methods used to measure and evaluate 

the curriculum through mid-test and final examination). To develop what has been 

designed in the curriculum, it needs to make a syllabus to implement it in the 

learning process.  

According to Idi (2010), syllabus is a list of contents to be assessed. 

Sometimes, a list is developed to include a number of learning objectives and 

activities. In relation to contents to be assessed in a syllabus, Harmer (1991) 

describes several syllabuses as a short list of grammatical, topics and materials or a 

series of activities and tasks. Whereas, Yulaelawati (2004) describes that syllabus 

is a set of plans and arrangement of learning implementation and assessment 

arranged systemically containing the components that are related to achieving basic 

competence. From some definitions above, it can be concluded that syllabus is a set 

of learning plans with specific goals that contain competency standards, basic 

competencies, learning materials, indicators, assessment, time allocation, and 

learning resources.  
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Syllabus is an important thing in teaching and learning activities, syllabus 

includes learning objectives and activities. The students of the English language 

Education Department are required to take some religious subjects before they 

study their vocational subjects at this department. There are six religious subjects 

in English language Education Department, which are; Ulumul Qur’an and Ulumul 

Hadits, Fiqh and Ushul Fiqh, Sejarah Peradaban Islam, Studi Syari’at Islam di 

Aceh, Metodologi Studi Islam, and English for Islamic Studies. These subjects have 

2 credit hours in which these subjects must be taken by students. After the students 

take this course, they are expected to implement the Islamic value in their life. The 

value of Islam can be interpreted as the teachings of Islam and all demands that 

Allah revealed to the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) through the Qur'an 

and the prophetic traditions. 

Islamic values are values that are written in the Qur’an and the practice of 

Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). The Islamic values are such as ways of 

communicating, interacting and socializing with family members, friends, 

neighbors, young people, and elderly such as teachers, employers and leaders that 

are specifically designed by Allah to build spiritually healthy individual and society 

can be realized if the Moslem put them into practice. (Yusouf et al, 2015, p. 97). 

This study is designed to analyze the Islamic values in the English 

Education Department curriculum. The writer would like to do the analysis by 

describing the types of Islamic Values. According to Zulkarnain (2008), in his book 

“Transformation of Islamic Education Values” Islamic values can be seen from two 

aspects, namely: terms of normative values and operative values.  
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Firstly, in the Qur'an there are normative values that become a reference in 

Islamic education. The value consists of three main pillars, namely: 

1. I'tiqadiyyah, which relates to the education of faith, such as believing in 

God, angels, Prophet, Books, day of end and destiny, aims to organize 

individual beliefs. 

2. Khuluqiyah, which deals with ethical education, aims to rid oneself of low 

behavior and adorn them with commendable behavior. 

3. Amaliyyah, deals with the education of daily behavior, both relating to 

religious education and Muamalah education. 

Secondly, the operative values include the four main aspects of the value, 

namely; Aqidah values, worship values, moral values and social values. Therefore, 

the writer chooses to analyze the integrated of Islamic Values in curriculum of 

English Education department. It is conducted to identify possible types of Islamic 

values. 

Some studies related to the integration have been conducted. One of the 

studies conducted by Khamdan (2008) entitled “The Integration of English 

Language Learning with Islamic Values in SMP Al-Azhar 13 Cilacap. This study 

focused on the integration of Islamic values in English language learning. Another 

study which is related to the Islamic education integration was conducted by 

Muspiroh (2014) entitled “Integrasi Nilai-Nilai Islam dalam Pembelajaran IPA di 

Sekolah”. The focused of her study is to integrate the value in science learning by 

combining Islamic values in learning materials. Mostly those studies focused on the 

integration of Islamic values in learning process, while this study would be focused 
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on the Islamic values that integrate in the curriculum of the English Education 

Department. The writer is highly motivated to conduct this research at UIN Ar-

Raniry and expects that there is a new benefit from the analysis process in order to 

have a new knowledge for stake holders, lectures and students in the English 

Education Department. Based on the discussion above, this study seeks to find out 

more information on how to integrate the Islamic values into the English Education 

Department at UIN Ar-Raniry.  

B. Research Question 

1. What are the contents of the existing of Department of English Language 

Education Curriculum that related to the Islamic values? 

2. What are the Islamic values that need to be integrated into Department of 

English Language Education Curriculum? 

3. How to integrate the Islamic values into the Department of English 

Language Education Curriculum? 

C. The Aims of Study 

In accordance with the problems above, this study aims: 

1. To know the contents of Department of English Language Education 

Curriculum that related to Islamic values 

2. To know what the Islamic values that need to be integrated into Department 

of English Language Education Curriculum  

3. To describe how to integrate the Islamic Values into Department of English 

Language Education Curriculum. 
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D. The Significance of Study 

This study attempts to provide a valuable contribution for the lecturers, the 

students of the Department of English Language Education of Ar-Raniry Islamic 

University and other researchers. Then, this can be an evaluation for lectures and 

also for the English Education Department. It is hoped that this research encourages 

students to gain more knowledge about Islamic values and its implementation in 

their life. Another significance of this research is to help the other researchers in 

finding out the references related to this study. 

 

E. Terminology  

1. Integration 

According to Cambridge Dictionary, integration is to combine two or more 

things in order to become more effective. In this context, integration is the union of 

several concepts or ideas to become one, which integral and cannot be separated.  

“An integrated curriculum as education that is organized in such a way that it cuts 

across subject-matter lines, bringing various aspects of the curriculum into 

meaningful association to focus upon broad areas of study. It views learning and 

teaching in a holistic way and reflects the real world, which is interactive” 

(Shoemaker,1985, p.5). Hamalik (1993) also defines integrated curriculum is a 

curriculum that eliminates the boundaries between the various subjects and presents 

the material in overall form. Thus, through an integrated curriculum students are 

expected to acquire knowledge thoroughly by linking general subjects witch 

Islamic values.  
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2. Islamic Values 

Values are the principles that help you to decide what is right and wrong, 

and how to act in various situations. In another sense, values are something useful 

to humans as a reference of behavior and values means traits (things) that are 

important for human being. Values are a measure of people's standards to judge 

whether a particular item, action or words is good, helpful, harmful or 

reprehensible. The value of Islam can be interpreted as the teachings of Islam. All 

the guidance revealed by Allah SWT to the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon 

him) through the holy Qur'an and the Hadith. They can also be as all forms of 

goodness that exist in Islam. In this research, The values of Islam are the teaching 

of Islam in terms of Morals values, Social values, Worship values and Aqidah 

values which can be find on six Islamic-related subjects, they are: Ulumul Qur’an 

and Ulumul Hadits, Fiqh and Ushul Fiqh, Sejarah Peradaban Islam, Studi Syari’at 

Islam di Aceh, Metodologi Studi Islam, and English for Islamic Studies. 

 

3. English Language Education Department Curriculum 

The current curriculum in UIN Ar-Raniry is based on the decree of the 

Minister of Religion of the Republic Indonesia No. 353 of 2004 and the regulation 

of the Minister of National Education No. 49 of 2014 and referring to the Minister 

of Education and Culture of the Republic  Indonesia No.73 of 2013 on the 

implementation of the  Kerangka Kualifikasi Nasional Indonesia (KKNI) in the 

field of higher education. The English education department curriculum consists of 

59 vocational subjects and 6 Islamic-related subject and has 146 credits hour   
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A. Islamic Values 

1. Definition of Islamic Values  

Values term has been defined broadly by some experts. They have different 

viewpoints regarding the value meaning. According to Muhaimin and Mujib 

(1993), values are particular essences that are practical and effective in the human 

soul and in human action, the value are also objectively inherent within society. 

Supporting Muhaimin and Mujib (1993), Kattsof quoted by Maarif (2007), 

interprets the value as follows: First, the value is an empirical quality that cannot 

be defined, but we can experience and understand the direct way of quality 

contained in the object. Thus the value is not merely subjective, but there is a 

definite benchmark in the essence of the object. Second, values as the object of an 

interest, which is an object in reality or in mind. Third, the value as a result of giving 

value, the value is created by life situations. In addition, Thoha (1996) elucidates 

that values are inherent traits in something (belief system) that have been associated 

with the subject that gives meaning (human being who believes). So values are 

something that is useful for human as a reference of behavior. 

From the definition above, it can be concluded that values are the essence 

which is inherent in something that is very meaningful for human life. So values 

are something that human beings are concerned as subjects that relate to everything 

good or bad as abstraction. Values are also called things that are 
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normative and objective, as a measure of an action that becomes the norm that will 

guide and nurture human beings to be noble, useful and dignified in their life. 

Values are beliefs that make a person act on the basis of his choice. So 

values are something that is useful for human beings as a reference and behavior 

(Natta, 2006). For human, values are used as the foundation, motivation in 

determining his actions. According to Sarwan (2006) the Islamic education value is 

the Islamic characteristics which is inherent to Islamic educational system. On the 

other hand, Ruqaiyah (2006) said the Islamic education values are determinations 

that consist of the perspective, rules and norms that exist in Islamic education which 

always associated with Aqidah, Worship, Syari’ah, and morals. As such, it can be 

understood that the values of Islamic education are characteristic and traits which 

are inherent in Islamic education, consisting of rules and perspectives which are 

embraced by Islam and used as the basis of human to achieve the goal of human 

life that is devoted to Allah SWT.  

Zulkarnain (2008) asserts that the Islamic values can be seen from two 

aspects; those are normative values and operative values. In Islamic education, Al-

Qur’an is the reference of normative values, normative values consists of three main 

pillars, namely: 

a. I'tiqadiyyah, which relates to the education of faith(believing in Allah, 

angels, Prophet, Holy Books, Hereafter and Qadha and Qadr), aims to 

organize individual beliefs. 

b. Khuluqiyah, which deals with ethical education, aims to rid someone 

from bad behavior and adorn them with commendable behavior. 
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c. Amaliyyah, deals with the education of daily behavior, both relating to 

religious education and muamalah education. 

Furthermore, operative values include four main aspects of the value, 

namely; Aqidah values, worship values, moral values, and social values. It can be 

concluded the meaning of Islamic values is the value of life that reflects the growth 

of religious life in which becomes guidelines to behave in accordance with the rules 

of Allah SWT to achieve prosperity and happiness of life in the world and the 

hereafter.  

2. The Types of Islamic values 

According to Ramayulis (2012), the value which is based on its source, Al-

Qur’an, is divided into two parts; Illahiyah and Insaniyah. Illahiyah value is a value 

derived from Allah SWT, revealed through Prophet Muhammad SAW in the form 

of piety, faith and justice enshrined in revelation. Insaniyah value is a value which 

grows and evolves from human civilization. In other word, Insaniyah value is the 

value born from the social cultures both individually and in groups (Isna, 2001).  

Zulkarnain (2008) divides four types of Islamic values based on normative values. 

These types are Aqidah values, worship values, moral values and social values. 

 

a. Aqidah Values  

Aqidah is the form of the word 'aqoda-ya'qidu-'aqidatan which means bond, 

conclusion, agreement, and figure. In other meaning Aqidah means faith and belief. 

So it can be concluded that Aqidah is the belief that is inherent in the human heart. 
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In this case man is required to have a faith as it is in the pillars of faith and forbidden 

to associate Allah with all things, and it is called Shirk (Muhaimin, 2007). 

According to Taimiyah (2003, cited in Muhaimin, 2007) explains that the meaning 

of Aqidah must be justified in the heart, with the calm soul so that soul becomes 

steady, not affected by doubt, and also not haunted by bad thought.  

In the Qur'an there is a verse that states about faith, among these verses 

are:  

O you, who have believed, believe in Allah and His Messenger and the Book 

that He sent down upon His Messenger and the Scripture which He sent 

down before. And whoever disbelieves in Allah, His angels, His books, His 

messengers, and the Last Day has certainly gone far astray  

(QS an-Nisaa’:136) 

 

From the verse above, it can be understood that every believer must believe 

in the things that Allah has decreed. Belief in the things set by Allah is called 

Aqidah. In Islam the belief in the things Allah commanded is known as the pillars 

of faith consisting of believing in Allah, angels, Prophet, Holy Books, Hereafter 

and Qadha and Qadr. 

 

b. Worship Values 

Worship is a form of deed based on a sense of devotion to Allah SWT. 

Worship is also an obligation of Islam that cannot be separated from the aspect of 

faith (Rony, 1999).  According to Razak (2011) worship is an attempt to follow the 

laws and rules of God in our life in accordance with his commandments, from the 

beginning of life until the end of life. Indications of worship are loyalty, obedience, 

respect and appreciation to God and done without any specific time limitations and 

particular forms. In Islam, worship is divided into 2 parts; special worship, or pure 
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worship (the mahdhah worship) and worship of a general nature (the ghoiru 

mahdhah worship) (Mahfud, 2011). 

Firstly, the Mahdhah worship is all forms of worship activities in which the 

ways, times and levels have been established by Allah SWT and his Messenger 

Prophet Muhammad SAW. The examples of this worship are:  

1. The Declaration “there is no god but Allah and Muhammad is His 

Prophet” (The Shahada) 

 

2. Daily prayers (Shalat) 

3. Alms, giving(Zakat) 

4. Fasting during Ramadhan 

5. Pilgrimage to Mecca(Hajj) 

Secondly, the worship Ghoiru Mahdhah is a worship which concerns with 

human. It concerns with all kinds of good deeds which Allah blessed both words 

and deeds. Worship in this aspect, its scope is very broad and can change at any 

time. Such as: alms, loving orphans, helping others, devoting to parents, having 

good relationship, keeping promises, enjoining what is right and forbidding what is 

wrong. 

 

c. Moral Values 

Moral is an important aspect of Islamic education. Morals as formers of 

public attitudes become self-control to avoid the actions that harm people. Good 

morality will reflect the person who always does everything with the appropriate 

boundaries of Islamic teachings. Without morals, knowledge and self-potential can 
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be used by someone to perform the actions that harm the society. According to 

Ya’qub (1996) morality is the knowledge that explains the meaning of good and 

bad, what human beings should do to others, declares the goal that humans must 

address in their deeds and demonstrate what they must do. In general, moral values 

can be divided into three scopes; they are Moral to Allah SWT, Moral to Ourselves, 

and Moral to other people (Ardani, 2015). 

Moral to Allah SWT is the acknowledgment and the realization that there is 

no God but Allah SWT Almighty. He has commendable traits that humans can not 

reach His essence. Moral to ourselves means, moral as an individual, human which 

is created by Allah SWT with all physical and spiritual completeness, such as 

intellect, heart, conscience, feelings and inner abilities and talents. Then, Moral to 

other people is reflected through doing something good, helping each other, having 

a good attitude, and having a good relation. Therefore humans need to work 

together and help each other and create a good situation between the one and the 

other and they are required to have good morals. 

 

d. Social Values  

According to Rosyadi (2004), social value in Islam is the relationship 

between human and social life. There are many suggestions how the association of 

human beings with each other, the social value is more affected to culture. In 

practice, social values are not apart from the implementation of aesthetic value, 

because the social value is interaction among human beings, about good and bad, 

worth and worthless, proper and improper, polite and impolite. Examples of social 
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values are respecting the elderly and loving for the young, educating, and tolerant, 

being fair, honest and wise toward family, friends and others. 

3. The Islamic Education 

According to Daradjat (1992) Islamic education is an effort to guide and 

educate students in order to understand the values of Islamic religion and make it 

as life guidance.  Coser (1983) describes that education is an effort to transfer 

knowledge, skills, and values from teachers to their students. This means that there 

are three basic dimensions which need to be implanted to students, those are 

knowledge, skills and values. Langgulung (1989) describes the Islamic education 

is the process of preparing the younger generation to fill the role, transferring the 

knowledge and Islamic values that are harmonized with the human function to 

charity in the world and reaping the rewards in the afterlife.  

Marimba (1989) also defines the Islamic education as physical and spiritual 

guidance based on the laws of Islam toward the formation of the main personality 

according to Islam. This main personality is called Moslem personality that has 

Islamic values, in which Moslem must decide and act on the basis of Islamic values. 

Thoha (1996) supports these ideas by defining Islamic education is the education 

which the basic philosophy, purpose and theories built to carry out the practice of 

education on the basic Islamic values contained in the Qur'an and the Hadith. Thus 

the values of Islamic education are the attributes or matters that exist in Islamic 

education which are used by humans to achieve purpose of human life that is 

devoted to Allah SWT. 
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In conclusion, Islamic values is an inherent trait in Islamic education, it 

consists of: Aqidah (a view of life), Worship (an obligation for human being which 

cannot be separated from the aspect of faith), Moral (attitude toward life that leads 

to deeds), and social (a relationship between human and social life). Anshari (1993) 

also argues that Islamic education in the special sense is education containing 

Islamic value which can be a life guide for the happiness of the world and the 

hereafter.   

 

4. The aim of Islamic education 

The aim of education in Islam as stipulated in the First World Conference 

on Muslim Education held in Jedda-Mecca (1393A.H.-1977A.D.) is to produce a 

good man, it aims at the “balanced growth of the total personality of man through 

the training of man’s spirit, intellect, the rational self, feelings and bodily senses” 

(Yasin, Firdaus, & Jani, 2013, p.3). According to Ahmadi (1992) the aim of Islamic 

education is in line with the education of human life and its role as the creature of 

Allah SWT is merely worshiping to Allah SWT. Therefore, the aim of education is 

“to cultivate in man personality that abides by the teachings of religion, and is hence 

assured of salvation and happiness in the eternal life of the Hereafter” (Nofal, 1993, 

p.563). 

There are some definitions about the goals of Islamic education in the 

explanation of some experts.  

a. Marimba (1989) argues that the ultimate goal of Islamic education 

is the realization of the Muslim personality that has behavior, the 
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activities of his soul, and his philosophy of life and his faithfulness 

show devotion to Allah SWT. 

b. Yunus (1983) mentions that the goal of Islamic education is to 

educate children, youth, and adults to be a faithful Muslim, do good 

deeds, devote to the nation and all humanities, and devote to Allah 

SWT.  

In conclusion, the goal of Islamic education is to form a perfect Muslim who 

has noble and intelligent personality, healthy physically and spiritually, cautious to 

Allah SWT. Islamic education also aims to produce perfect human beings in 

accordance with the teachings and personality of Rasulullah SAW. Therefore, the 

Islamic value has an important role in education especially in the English Education 

Department. Because in this case students learn not only about language but also 

about Islamic values, so there will be changes in their personality that is always 

within the values of Islam.  

 

B. English Education Department curriculum 

“Curriculum is a reflect volume judgments regarding the nature of 

education. The definition used also influences how curriculum will be planned and 

utilized” (Sailor & Alexander, 1974, p.74).The curriculum is the values of justice 

in the core of education, its term affects the curriculum to be planned and utilized. 

The curriculum is the subject and the learning materials which are taught by 

teachers and learned by students. In terminology, curriculum means an educational 

program that contains various teaching materials and learning experiences, it is 
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planned and systematically designed on the basis of prevailing norms and used as 

guidelines in learning process for educators to achieve educational goals. The 

curriculum contains all programs that are run to support learning process. Programs 

that are poured are not preoccupied in terms of administration but concern the whole 

that is used for the learning process (Dakir, 2004). 

The law of the national education system No 20 year 2003 states that:  

The curriculum is a set of plans and arrangements, regarding objectives, 

content, and learning materials, as well as ways used as guidelines for the 

implementation of learning activities to achieve the educational goals 

(Badan Standar Nasional Pendidikan, 2008, p.6). 

In conclusion the curriculum is a set of contents, teaching materials, goals 

to be pursued as guidelines for the implementation of learning activities to achieve 

educational goals. 

The current curriculum in UIN Ar-Raniry is based on the decree of the 

Minister of Religion of the Republic of Indonesia No. 353 of 2004 and the 

regulation of the Minister of National Education No. 49 of 2014 and referring to the 

Minister of Education and Culture of the Republic Indonesia No.73 of 2013 on the 

implementation of the Kerangka Kualifikasi Nasional Indonesia (KKNI) in the field 

of higher education. 

Based on the academic guidebook of 2016, the vision, mission, and the aims 

of the English Education Department are:  

1. Vision 

The realization of the English education program of Education and Teacher 

Training Faculty of UIN Ar-Raniry in 15 years (since 2014) as an excellent study 
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program that produces graduates who have noble character, professional, and 

uphold the local wisdom to be satisfactorily employed by graduate users. 

2. Mission 

a. Education 

Educating the candidates of English education graduates who devote 

to Allah SWT, have noble character, innovative and independent 

personalities as well as they are ready to compete, able to develop their 

ability and work professionally in various institutions, and provide 

contribution to national development based on their expertise. 

b. Research 

Conducting studies and research in the field of English education 

and learning based on multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary which is 

practical, applicative and modern in accordance with local wisdom. 

c. Community service 

Implementing knowledge in the field of English education and 

learning based on multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary at various 

institutions both formal and nonformal. 

d. Network 

Establishing a strong cooperation with various institutions at local, 

national and international levels 

3. English education department objectives 

Producing superior graduates, professional, Islamic-oriented and 

wisdom-oriented personality, and are able to develop scientific studies 
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in English education, translating, entrepreneurship and research so that 

they can compete in the world of work in the global era. 

 

C. Curriculum Integration 

According to Cambridge Dictionary, integration is combining two or more 

things in order to be more effective. In this context integration is the union of several 

concepts or ideas to become one perspective, which is integrated and cannot be 

separated. Integration of values in education is an oriented process to the cultivation 

values of life including religious values, culture, ethics and aesthetics, towards the 

formation of learners who have spiritual intelligence, self-control, noble character, 

and skill (Sumantri, 2007). Mulyana (2004) also defines the integration of value in 

education as an aid to students to realize and experience the value integrally in their 

whole life. The education of values is not only special program taught through some 

subjects, but it includes the whole process of education. In this case, the Islamic 

values are not only employed in learning process but it can be in every activity. 

Value must be an integral part of life. 

The integration approach of the Islamic studies with general studies puts 

wide range of discipline studies such as: Islamic studies, social studies, science 

studies and humaniora which are interrelated to each other. The process of 

integrated learning is important to be implemented by Islamic universities. It can 

create a complete understanding for students in learning a lesson both in terms of 

vocational subjects and also in terms of Islamic-related subjects. Therefore, the 

university with an Islamic-background should be able to implement a well-

integrated learning process. 
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The curriculum integration in this case means that the Islamic material is 

not only adapted to learning process but also more than that. It is how to make 

Islamic values could be actualized in the learning activities. If this integration can 

run well and continuously, it will produce students having noble characters. This 

could be achieved if the teaching and learning materials are related to Islamic 

teaching values regardless of topics or subjects students are learning. (Irfani, 2012). 

For instance, students are learning an English literature subject; the literature texts 

or materials must be in English. Yet, the content of the texts has to be related to 

Islamic teaching issues.     
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Brief Description of Research Location 

The research took place at State Islamic University Ar-Raniry, Banda Aceh. 

State Islamic University Ar-Raniry is the Islamic University under the authority of 

Department of Religious Affairs. According to the president decree number 64 Year 

2013, UIN Ar-Raniry was transformed from IAIN (State Institute for Islamic 

Studies) Ar-Raniry. IAIN Ar-Raniry was established on October 5th 1963. It is 

located at Jl. Ar-Raniry Kopelma Darussalam (Lingkar Kampus) – Banda Aceh. 

The name of Ar-Raniry was taken from Syeikh Nuruddin Ar-Raniry who reigned 

from 1637-1641. He has great contribution in developing Islamic thoughts in 

Southeast Asia, especially in Aceh. 

State Islamic University Ar-Raniry which is currently headed by Prof. Dr. 

H. Farid Wajdi Ibrahim, MA as the rector, is an Islamic educational institution 

which has graduated thousands scholars and some professors. As an Islamic 

university, it does not only concern on Islamic affairs but also on general knowledge 

with some branches. There are nine faculties in UIN Ar-Raniry, they are Syariah 

and Law Faculty, Education and Teacher Training Faculty, Ushuluddin and Filsafat 

Faculty, Dakwah and Communication Faculty, Adab and Humaniora Faculty, 

Science and Technology Faculty, Economic and Islamic Business Faculty, Social 

and Government Faculty, and Psychology Faculty. The aim of Education and 

Teacher Training Faculty is to educate pious Muslim to be 
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an expert in education and teaching of Islam was able to be and proficient in 

implementing knowledge in various educational institutions. 

The writer specifically conducted the research about the analysis of the 

Islamic values integrated in the curriculum at English Education department of 

Education and Teacher Training Faculty. This faculty has eleven departments 

which are classified based on their specific studies and programs, namely 

Pendidikan Agama Islam/ PAI (Islamic Education Department), Pendidikan Bahasa 

Arab/ PBA (Arabic Education Department), Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris/ PBI 

(English Education Department), Pendidikan Matematika/PMA (Mathematics 

Department), Pendidikan Fisika/ PFS (Physics Department), Pendidikan Biologi/ 

PBL (Biology Department), Pendidikan Kimia/KM (Chemistry Department) 

Manajemen Pendidikan Islam/ MPI (Islamic Education Management), Pendidikan 

Guru Madrasah Ibtidaiyah/ PGMI (Elementary School Department), Pendidikan 

Guru Raudhatul Athfal (Early Childhood Education Department), Pendidikan 

Teknik Elektro (Electrical Engineering Education). 

Department of English Language Education which is known familiarly as 

Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris (PBI) is the place where the writer conducted the 

research. As it was named, this department specializes in teaching English as 

foreign language and prepares its graduates to be good English teachers at school 

or professionals in university. English Education Department which is currently 

headed by Dr. T. Zulfikar, S.Ag.,M.Ed., has a very good facility. It provides classes 

with standard quality. Besides, it also has one laboratory which is often used for 

learning activities. Having those standard facilities, Department of English 
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Language Education has become as one of the most favorite department that is 

chosen by high school students who enroll State Islamic University Ar-Raniry every 

year. 

Lecturers and students are two most important parts in teaching learning 

process at this department. The quality of transferring knowledge process in the 

class is relied mostly on the quality of the lecturers. On the other hand, students also 

determine the quality of Department of English Language Education. The 

curriculum is very influential in education because the curriculum also can 

influence the quality of that department.  Department of English Language 

Education has 34 permanent and 35 adjunct lecturers. Most of the lectures are 

graduated from English Department and some of them from other universities. 

Besides lecturers, the students also play the significant role succeeding teaching 

learning process. There are about 1.113 students of English Department by 2017. 

They are classified by their year entrances which are from 2012 to 2017.  

 

B. Research Design  

This research employed a qualitative approach. According to Bogdan and 

Biklen (2006) qualitative research is a study that produces descriptive data in the 

form of written or oral words of the people or behavior observed. This approach is 

directed towards the individual's background as a whole. Therefore, the researcher 

used the descriptive analysis method to analyze the data. In qualitative research 

there are five methods; those are ethnography, narrative research, 

phenomenological research, grounded theory, and case studies (Creswell, 2003). 
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Qualitative research has some techniques; observation, interviews, and reviewing 

text. 

In this research the case study is used, which the researcher explores in depth 

a program, an event, an activity, a process, or one or more individuals (Creswell, 

2003). Thus, interview and document analysis are used as method to obtain the data. 

The researcher used structured interview. Here, structured interview is employed. 

Structured interview consists of a series of questions designed to elicit specific 

answer from respondents (Fraenkel, 2009).  

 

C. Participant 

The participant of this research is the member of academic community 

including lectures and students. The participants were 3 lecturers, 5 students form 

academic year 2013 and 5 students from academic year 2013. 

 

D. Methods of Data Collection 

According to Sugiyono (2009) data collection technique is the most 

strategic step in the research, because the main purpose of the research is to get the 

data. The purpose of collecting data is to gain the information related to the research 

question posed in chapter one. Researcher used two ways as the method of 

collecting data. They are 1) interview, and 2) document analysis. 

1. Interviews 

According to Nazir (2005) interview is the process of obtaining information 

for research purposes through questioning and answering between the interviewer 
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and respondents by using a tool called interview guide.  “There are five types of 

interviews; they are structured interview, semi-structured interview, unstructured 

interview, informal interview, and focus group” (Warren & Karner, 2005, p. 307). 

In this research, the writer uses structured interview and a formal question 

list. The questions were developed from the research questions. Some questions 

were made to find the answers for the first research question about the current 

curriculum of English Education Department, and some other questions were made 

to answer the Islamic values that should be integrated and how to integrate it into 

the curriculum of English Education Department. Before interviewing the research 

respondents, the question has been prepared and the researcher used a digital 

recorder as a media to record while interview occurs. This method is used to obtain 

responses, opinions and explain verbally from respondents. Each interview took 

about 10-25 minutes. 

2. Document Analysis 

To support this research, the researcher also uses document analysis as 

method to collect data. Document analysis is a systematic procedure for reviewing 

or evaluating documents—both printed and electronic material. Document analysis 

requires that data be examined and interpreted in order to elicit meaning, gain 

understanding, and develop empirical knowledge (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). The 

following documents were analyzed: 

a. The English Education Department Policies 

b. The English Education Department Curriculum (Religious course) 
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Information needed included what Islamic values are in the curriculum of English 

Education department and how many credit hours students should study religious-

related subjects and what those subjects are.  

 

E. Data Analysis 

Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest that qualitative data analysis consists 

of three procedures: 

1. Data Reduction.  

Data reduction is the process whereby the mass of qualitative data may 

obtain in interview is reduced and organized, for example coding, writing 

summaries, discarding irrelevant data and so on.  

2. Data Display 

Data display is the process of showing the data simply in the form of words, 

sentences, narratives, table, and graphic in order the data collected is 

mastered by the writer as the basic to take appropriate conclusion.  

3. Drawing and Verifying Conclusion 

In this process, analysis should allow the writer to begin to develop 

conclusions regarding the study. These initial conclusions can then be 

verified, which is their validity examined through reference to the existing 

field notes or further data collection. 

Therefore, the technique of data analysis used in this study was a descriptive 

analysis. The collected data of the interview were analyzed and concluded 

narratively. The data was divided into several sections. Each section was arranged 
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into sub-section. The writer analyzed the data by reading and analyzing it several 

times. This aims to develop a deeper understanding of the information supplied by 

participants. Also, during the interviews, lecturers’ and students’ similarities, 

themes and interesting responses were written down. As well as, digital recording 

was used to ensure the data fully transcribed. 

In addition, document analysis was conducted to obtain specific information 

about Islamic values in the curriculum. The researcher employed content analysis 

approach to analyze the document because it focuses on the frequency of the 

presence or absence of words or categories within text. Content analysis is the 

process of organizing information into categories related to the central questions of 

the research (Silverman, 2000). Document analysis yields data, excerpts, 

quotations, or entire passages that are then organized into major themes, categories, 

and case examples specifically through content analysis (Labuschagne, 2003). 

 

F. Time and location of the research 

This study took place at the Department of English Language Education of 

Ar-Raniry State Islamic University which is located in Darussalam, Banda Aceh. 

The study period started from 30 December 2017 until 18 January 2018.The 

interviews with lecturers were conducted in their offices; it took place from 15 

January until 18 January 2018. While interview with students were conducted either 

in the campus or outside campus; it took place from 30 December 2017 until 14 

January 2018, the writer interviewed each student in different time and place. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter discusses the research findings and discussion based on the 

data obtained from the interviews and document analysis. It attempts to answer the 

questions of the study. 

 

A. The Analysis Procedure 

There were several steps used in the process of analyzing the data. The first 

step was to organize and prepare the data to be analyzed. Started by analyzing the 

document, the source in document analysis is from Department of English 

Language Education missions and six Islamic-related subjects’ syllabus. Those 

syllabi are taken from the academic of Education and Teacher Training Faculty. 

The next step is interviewing the participants, transliterating the result of the 

interview, and arranging the data depending on the purpose of the study. When 

interviewing, some questions were answered in one question. The interview 

sections were done by asking 13 participants. The answer from the participants was 

recorded by using audio recorder. Then the recording of the interview was 

transcribed into transcript. Each interview took 10-25 minutes in giving answer for 

the questions. The questions were designed on purpose in order to be easily 

understood by participants. The chosen lecturers and students (senior and junior 

students) in this study as the participants were:  
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Table.1. The research participants 

Lecturers Students 

1. Lecturer  1  (TZ) 

2. Lecturer 2  (SA) 

3. Lecturer  3 (NS) 

1. Senior student 1 (ZQ) 

2. Senior student 2 (YA) 

3. Senior student (MR) 

4. Senior student 4 (WS) 

5. Senior student 5 (KH) 

6. Junior student 6 (MH) 

7. Junior student 7 (DI) 

8. Junior student 8 (UW) 

9. Junior student 9 (SA) 

10.  Junior student 10 (VR) 

  

 The next step was begun with the data analysis. All the data was read by 

researcher. This step provided the information needed and gave an opportunity to 

reflect its meaning based on general ideas produced from the participants’ 

information. Then the final step in data analysis was making an interpretation of the 

findings or results. This consisted of summarizing the results, comparing the results 

with the theories, and ending with the suggestions for future study or research. Here 

researcher does not try to compare between lecturers’ perceptions and students’ 

perceptions, but to conclude the best explanation to answer the research questions 

of this study. 
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B. Document analysis 

The current curriculum in Department of English Language Education is 

based on the decree of the Minister of Religion of the Republic Indonesia No. 353 

of 2004 and the regulation of the Minister of National Education No. 49 of 2014 

and refers to the Minister of Education and Culture of the Republic Indonesia No.73 

of 2013 on the implementation of the Kerangka Kualifikasi Nasional Indonesia 

(KKNI) in the field of higher education. KKNI is national reference to improve the 

quality and competitiveness of Indonesians people in human resource sectors 

through the achievement of human resource qualifications produced by the 

education system, the national job training system, and the learning equality 

assessment system (Mendiknas, 2010). KKNI was disposed by presidential 

regulation No. 8 of 2012. By this, it means that the entire curriculum must be 

updated to adjust with KKNI.   

Based on KKNI the main purpose of Department of English Language 

Education curriculum is not only produce students to be English teachers but also 

produce students who are highly competent, professional and proficient in English 

education and they are Islamic-oriented and able to compete  in the era of the 

globalization.  

Based on the missions of English education, it can be concluded that 

students are not only prepared to be proficient in English skills but also expected to 

master a religious knowledge to be faithful people who devoted to Allah SWT. In 

addition, students are also prepared to be able to compete with other graduates and 
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also can implement both English language knowledge and Islamic knowledge in 

formal or informal institutions.  

Regarding to the Islamic values, the missions of Department of English 

Language Education is to produce students which are Islamic-oriented and have 

noble character. The department provides six subjects which are related to Islamic 

knowledge in Department of English Language Education curriculum. These 

subjects are Ulumul Qur’an and Ulumul Hadist, Fiqh and Ushul Fiqh, Sejarah 

Peradaban Islam, Studi Syari’at Islam di Aceh, Metodologi Studi Islam, and 

English for Islamic Studies.  

a. Ulumul Qur’an and Ulumul Hadist  

The credit available of this subject is three credits (3 SKS). All 

materials discussed in this subject are related to Al-Qur’an and Hadist. 

Those materials are very important for students to expand the views and 

knowledge about Al-Qur’an and Hadist to help them understand and 

interpret Al-Qur’an and Hadist. In addition, after students take this subject, 

they are expected to have knowledge about the theory, concept and the 

principles in Ulumul Qur’an and Hadist, and they generally understand 

about the terms that exist in Al-Qur’an and Hadist. The Islamic values 

contained in this subject are the Aqidah values and the worship values. First, 

in Aqidah values, all Muslim must believe in the Al-Qur’an and Hadist as 

fourth pillar of faith. Then for worship values all Muslims are required to 

be adhering to the Al-Qur’an and Hadist. 
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b. Fiqh and Ushul Fiqh 

This subject also has three credits (3 SKS). After taking this subject 

students are expected to be able to understand the Ushul Fiqh and Fiqh in 

general, and to know the principles and the subject matter of Fiqh and ushul 

Fiqh, and to get the benefits of learning it. The Islamic values contained in 

this subject are the worship values both Mahdhah values and Ghairu 

mahdhah values.  

c. Sejarah Peradaban Islam 

This subject has two credits (2 SKS), this subject is about history of 

the Islamic civilization from the beginning of its existent until now. After 

taking this subject students are expected to know and understand the history 

and the Islamic culture.  

d. The Study of Islamic Syari’ah in Aceh 

This subject has two credits (2 SKS), this subject is about Islamic 

Syari’ah in Aceh. After finishing this subject, students are expected to have 

knowledge about Islamic Syari’ah that is applicable in Aceh. The Islamic 

value contained in this subject is the Ghairu mahdhah value in which this 

value concerns with human life (Mahfud, 2011). For example, Islamic 

Syari’ah in Aceh contained the regulation of the local government must be 

followed by the community. This subject also consists of the social values 

setting the relationship among human beings. 
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e. Metodologi Studi Islam  

This subject also has two credits (2 SKS). By taking this subject, 

students are hoped to be able to understand the development of Islamic 

methodology from the beginning of its development until now, especially 

related to Islam and a variety of sciences. This subject has social values 

(about social life), aqidah values, and worship values(about Fiqh and Fiqh).  

f. English for Islamic Studies 

This subject is an obligatory subject for English Education 

department students and has two credits (2 SKS). This subject focuses on 

the Islamic studies in the scope of English education department. The 

purpose of these subjects is to teach students in understanding Islamic 

studies such as the worship of God, Fiqh and Ushul fiqh, sources of Islam, 

etc. After students took this subject they are expected to implement it in the 

society. In English for Islamic studies, it has Aqidah values, worship values, 

moral values, and social values. 

 

C. Analysis of Interview 

Analysis of the research questions was divided and addressed in three 

sections, they are: 1) lecturers’ perception on English Education curriculum, 2) the 

Islamic values that should be integrated into English language curriculum, and 3) 

the integration of Islamic values into English Language curriculum.  
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D.1. Lectures’ perception on the Department of English Language 

Education Curriculum 

According to all lecturers in this research, almost all lecturers had the same 

perception toward the contents of the curriculum applied in English education 

department. It is found that the Department of English Language Education 

curriculum has been integrated with some Islamic subjects. In this case, lecturer 3 

said: 

“I think our curriculum is already integrated with Islamic studies in action 

form, as same as the religion study, where it is formally existed but more 

essentially to be implemented contextually” 

........“We do have English for Islamic Studies. Thus, as I have already said, 

under the license of UIN, we do have the courage to declare the Islamic 

values and Islamic Institute. Now then, its curriculum also contains English 

for Islamic Studies. Now, whether the learning processes include or share 

the Islamic values basically depends on each lecturer” 

 

From the statement above it can be concluded that the curriculum of 

Department of English Language Education formally has been integrated with 

Islamic studies, it can been seen through general subjects as Ulumul Qur’an and 

Ulumul Hadist, Fiqh and Ushul Fiqh, Sejarah Peradaban Islam, Studi Syari’at 

Islam di Aceh, and  Metodologi Studi Islam. In Department of English Language 

Education curriculum, it has one Islamic subject that is English for Islamic studies. 

Furthermore, Islamic studies are taught separately with English education, this 

causes the integration of Islamic values is not integrated to all subjects provided in 

English education department. In addition, the integration of Islamic values 

depends on each lecturer, whether, they integrated the Islamic values in their 

learning process or not. 
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Lecturer 2 argued: 

 

“Our curriculum has been integrated with Islamic studies, but sometimes 

our curriculum isn’t stable, its mean sometimes our curriculum changed. 

Because of that we must remove and add more some subject. But our Islamic 

studies in our curriculum are stil less. I mean the department subject. Our 

curriculum has one Islamic subject that is EFIS, and it must be taken by 

student. And I have told to Mr. Zul to add more Islamic studies like EFIS in 

our department.” 

And lecturer 1 also said: 

“For English curriculum, that not covers a lot of Islamic education yet. It 

only has one subject for Islamic education is EFIS, it is out of the MKU. By 

then we don’t add another subject to our department because we have the 

maximum number of credit point. But then we may integrate with other 

subject, other Islamic subject and that also will be different because we need 

to help sufficient lectures to teach those subject into in English, for example 

Ulumul Qur’an and some other subject. So that’s why very difficult to do 

that”. 

In brief, based on the explanation of the participants above it can be 

conclude that the curriculum of Department of English Language Education has 

been integrated with Islamic education, but those six Islamic subjects provided do 

not cover all values of Islamic education. Therefore, the lecturer must have more 

Islamic knowledge, so they can integrate the Islamic values in learning activities. 

It’s not only in Islamic subject but in all subjects.   
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D.2. The Islamic Values that should be Integrated into Department 

of English Language Education Curriculum 

Islamic values are very important for human life. For Muslim, Islamic 

values are the reference and guidance to act based on Islamic laws (Natta, 2006). 

Therefore, it needs to expand the Islamic values to students, so that they will be 

faithful people who devoted to Allah SWT. In this section, participants have 

different perception on what the Islamic values that should be integrated into 

English education curriculum. The lecturers 2 said: 

“I think the Islamic subject must be added more, I think we should have one 

and two English for Islamic Studies. I suggest that to add more EFIS, EFIS 

2. For example In EFIS one, we learn about Laws of Islam and in EFIS two 

we can learn about the values in Islam. 

From the statement above, it can be concluded that department can 

emphasize certain subject related to Islam, such as English for Islamic Studies with 

more credits, not only one Islamic studies subject but two Islamic subjects. By 

studying several Islamic subjects, students can get more Islamic knowledge. 

Then student 1 also said:  

 

“maybe that’s gonna be some reason I guess there is something want be 

missing that we need to add again to the Islamic related subject, akhlak and 

tassawuf but that’s actually one of the crucial subject. I think we need to put 

in our curriculum. Because that’s why we learn to behave, akhlak is one of 

the more important skills for Muslim. That’s how people see us behave and 

everyone has to show them. How good we are, how great we are. They have 

to see us based on our behavior”. 
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Then the student 6 continued: 

 

“....Maybe it’s more to moral empowerment......” ......“Yes apart from it all, 

the most important thing is morality.....” 

In similar way, student 9 argued: 

".....Especially moral values, I really want to learn English in the 

accompaniment also by learning morals, "Al'adabu fauqal'ilmi" a moral is 

above knowledge. Morality will lead us into a civilized human being. Along 

with morals then the Islamic values will be easily formed in our self". 

From the statement above it can be concluded that participants have similar 

perception. Students suggest that “Akhlak Subject” is more appropriate to be added 

to the curriculum. As we know that Akhlak is an important aspect of Islamic 

education. Without morals, knowledge and self-potential can be used to perform 

the actions that harm the society. Therefore, it needs to integrate the subject which 

is related to Akhlak to English Education department.  

The students also want the Islamic values are not only taught in Islamic-

related subject but also in every subject. As following comment shows: 

“in every subject taught by a lecturer must consist the material that related 

to Islam, it will be help us to know the Islamic values more through this 

way”. (Student: 10) 

 

D.3. The Integration of Islamic Values into Department of English 

Language Education Curriculum. 

All participants have similar perception on how to integrate Islamic values 

into curriculum. As lecture 1 said: 
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“All subjects can be related to Islamic studies. For example, we can use 

reading subject and use the text related to Islamic studies. Also writing, you 

can ask your student to write something about Islam in writing subject and 

in public speaking you can integrate it”.  

In similar way, lecturer 2 said: 

“Islamic values can be integrated to all subjects. For example, in writing 

class we can add some material related to Islamic studies. We can ask the 

student to write about prophet stories or about malaikat and some other. In 

also in speaking class we can ask the student to memorize some Hadist and 

then they can present in front their friend”. 

From the explanation above it can be interpreted that the Islamic values can 

be integrated in the class or in every subject. For example in writing class students 

are required to have critical thinking, therefore teachers or lecturers give them to 

write a topic related to Islam. And the lecturers also design the syllabus or lesson 

plans which include some materials related Islamic studies. Similarly,  

The lecturer 3 also argued:  

“….. In fact we can teach it along with teaching the main subject; or at least 

it can be included the main activity such saying salam “Assalamualaikum” 

or at least the character of lecturers themselves as no immoral actions such 

cheating, and one thing….” 

“…I, myself, I always appreciate for the integration, I have done it, but for 

the should-be-done stage, I tend to be the type of who attempts to integrate 

it; but in a different form, like EFIS where it is richer, but for the other 

courses, not too strict…” 

 “….So, there are many values that I want to share. Afterwards, I sent them 

outside to be in groups for about to Masjid, I have my own purpose; first, I 

want to know the trend of preach (Khutbah) which were preached by Khatib, 
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how it like? Does it have several trends? Afterwards, while doing the task, 

they are listening to khutbah by themselves and they meant it in listening, 

although they were not directly listening to it. After they recorded it, they 

must summarize and write it into English. Thus, they are also required to 

interview the Khatib and Masjid board about the Masjid profile. All of the 

result must be presented in the data in English…..”. 

From the explanation above it can be stated that the lecturer 3 has integrated 

some Islamic values into the learning activities. The lecturer does not only integrate 

it in material course but also ask students to practice it. It is possible to integrate 

Islamic values through the character of the lecturer. For example, they say Salam 

when coming to the class, and also pray (Du’a) before starting the class. The Islamic 

material is not only adapted to learning process but also more than it, which is how 

to make Islamic values can be actualized in the learning activities. The integration 

is not only taught by lecturers who teach Islamic studies but also by all lecturers.  

As said by Irfani (2012) the integration can be realized if the adoption of  Islamic 

material, students get an adequate image of the teaching of Islam through Islamic 

material delivered by lectures of Islamic studies course, but also from the lectures 

of expertise courses that adopt Islamic material with Islamic values.  

The lecturer 3 also suggested: 

“And hopefully the department also to urge the lecturers to integrate 

Islamic values and train the lecturer how to integrate the Islamic value into 

learning process and learning material” 
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D. Discussion 

The data was collected successfully by using interview and document 

analysis. After conducting the research, it can be seen there are many opinions of 

those thirteen participants and then the result of interview is proven through 

document analysis. Towards this research, some important points are elaborated as 

part of the research findings in order to answer the research questions. The result of 

this study showed that the Islamic studies in Department of English Language 

Education have not covered all of the Islamic values. Therefore, it needs to integrate 

more Islamic values into the curriculum or in the learning activities since Islamic 

values are important aspects for students to behave and act based on Islamic laws.  

Thus, the result of the data collected also showed each participant had a different 

perception toward the Islamic values that need to be integrated into curriculum. The 

Islamic values that students want to learn more can be taught through Akhlak 

subject, Efis 2, Tasawuf, and more about Islamic studies. The last result of data 

collected showed that Islamic teaching values can be introduced and taught through 

teaching learning activities and then those values are adopted by lecturers for some 

materials related to Islamic studies. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusions 

Referring to the overall research findings, the conclusion can be inferred as 

following;  

1. The current curriculum in Department of English Language Education is 

based on the decree of the Minister of Religion of the Republic Indonesia 

No. 353 of 2004 and the regulation of the Minister of National Education 

No. 49 of 2014 and referring to the Minister of Education and Culture of the 

Republic Indonesia No.73 of 2013 on the implementation of the Kerangka 

Kualifikasi Nasional Indonesia (KKNI) in the field of higher education. 

KKNI submitted by presidential regulation No. 8 of 2012. With the 

promulgation KKNI, it means that the entire curriculum must be updated to 

adjust with KKNI. The contents of the English language education 

department that related to Islamic values are Ulumul Qur’an and Ulumul 

Hadits, Fiqh and Ushul Fiqh, Sejarah Peradaban Islam, Studi Syari’at 

Islam di Aceh, Metodologi Studi Islam, and English for Islamic Studies. 

English language education curriculum consists of 59 vocational subjects 

and 6 Islamic-related subject and has 146 credits hour.  

2. Islamic value is very important in Islamic education. The values of Islamic 

education are the attributes or matters that exist in Islamic education which 

are used by humans to achieve purpose of human life that is devoted to Allah 

SWT. The writer found that some of participants argued the Islamic 
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3. value needs to be integrated more into English education curriculum are 

Akhlak values (Akhlak education). Efis 2, Tasawuf, and more about Islamic 

studies. 

4. The integration of Islamic values into curriculum can be implemented by: 

1) attaching some materials related to Islamic values to be discussed in the 

class, for example: in reading subject the lecturer can used the text related to 

Islamic studies 2) creating the activities that reflect the Islamic values. For 

example, in speaking class students are asked to talk about the story of 

prophet in front of the class, and pray Du’a before class started, 3) and 

asking students to make and assignments related to Islamic studies. For 

example, the lecturer ask students to make assigment about  summarize of 

the khatib speech (khutbah) in mosques. 

 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the results and discussion of this research, there are some 

limitations of this study. As such, the writer puts forward some critical suggestions 

for future researchers. One of the first limitations of this study might address 

problems in data collection. There are several participants’ explanations did not 

perfectly answered the question, it might happen because participants less 

understanding the contexts of the integration of Islamic values. The further 

researchers may explain the contexts of study before conducting the interview. 

Then, the number of the sample also still lack in this research. There were merely 

thirteen participants of this research, it is better to add more participants to be 
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involved for future research in order to gain sufficient data which are more valid 

and relevant. In collecting data, observation and survey can be done to get the better 

findings. 

The writer suggests that the future researchers need to expand the analyzing 

of Islamic values in the curriculum. Since the writer did not analyze all the types of 

Islamic values. The future researchers who are interested in analyzing the 

integration of Islamic values may conduct the further research on the analysis of the 

integration of Islamic values in the learning activities.   
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Instrument of interview 

1. What do you think about the existing curriculum that has been applied now 

in this department? 

2. From the academic guidance book that I have read, I see the subject that 

related to Islamic values less than before. Why ? 

3. Do you think the Islamic-related subject that have been taught, could be 

applied in the society? 

4. From what have been taught, are there specific Islamic-related subject that 

need to be added into curriculum? if any, what islamic-related subject that 

should be added ? 

5. Islamic education has been taught separately, not directly related to English 

education, How to combine/integrate the Islamic values in English learning? 

6. What is your expectation for the curriculum of English education 

department in the future?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

1. Lecturer : T Zulfikar  

Interviewer: What do you think about the existing curriculum that has been applied 

now in this department? 

Lecturer 1: yaa for English curriculum, that not cover a lot of Islamic education yet. 

Its only has one subject for Islamic education is EFIS. And to myself, I don’t think 

it is very sufficient we need to add more. By then we don’t to add another subject 

to our department because we have the maximum number of credit point. But then 

we may integrated with other subject, other Islamic subject and that also will be 

different because we need to help sufficient lectures to teach those subject into in 

English, for example ulumul qur’an and some other subject. So that’s why to very 

difficult to do that.  

Suhud :  

Pak T : guide book ? which subject ? I means it is under English Education 

department or under UIN ? 

Suhud : under Uin sir.  

Pak T : that’s is a related to the change some subject into, the integrated  for example 

two subject combine into one subject. Actually, we don’t reduce the other subject 

about Islamic education but only integrated with other subject  

Suhud : how to combine Islamic values into English learning  

Pak T : actually all subjects can be related to Islamic Values, any subject for 

example reading, we can used reading 1, 2, or 3 and use the text or some text Islamic 

studies to teach  reading comprehension, also writing you can ask your student to 

write something about Islam in writing subject and also speaking, and in public 



 

 

 

speaking you can integrate it. I can say that there are so many subjects in our 

department that can be related to Islamic education. What we call it indirectly by 

choosing special material that talk about Islam, Islamic education.  

Suhud : is there the Islamic values need to be add into our curriculum ? 

Pak t : yeees, as I tell you all subject in English education department can be 

integrated into Islamic values. So you not only insert Islamic values in efis. efis is 

one, and yet we can also integrated all other  subject in Islamic values. If I say for 

example practice public speaking I can train my student to be a a khatib or 

something that material about Islam. Teaching reading, teaching speaking, teaching 

writing we can use Islamic text for that.  

Suhud : for the last question. So, what are your expectation for English education 

curriculum In the future ? 

Pak T : I expect that, there are been more elective subject that can be taken by 

student and also lectures can insert Islamic values into other subject although the 

name is not Islamic subject. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

2. Lecturer : Nashriyah Zakaria 

In action form as same as the religion study, where it is formally existed but more 

essentially to be implemented contentually. First in form of a course. Thus, talking 

about in a form of a course, thankfully, our program (TEN/PBI) provides this kind 

of content. As same as MKDU, morevover under IAIN, indirectly it has declared 

or formally attempted to declare the value of Islamic teaching through general 

course (MKU), as Ilmu kalam, Fiqh. Moreover, in our department itself, we do have 

English for Islamic Studies. Thus, as I have already said, under the licence of UIN, 

we do have the courage to declare the islamic values and Islamic Institute. Now 

then, its curriculum also contains English for Islamic Studies. Now, whether the 

learning process include or share the islamic values basically depends on each 

lecturer. Maybe the essense is asked without adding the taught course but to 

integrate. Taking about intergrating, how much knowledge the lecturer toward 

Islamic Studies, maybe some of them are not intergrating this value since they are 

lacking in having the adequate Islamic knowledge. , some lecturers have the broad 

knowledge toward Islamic knowledge and they perceive that The English Language 

study is basically a content so it is less necessary to include the islamic values or 

teaching within. I have faced with this kind of lecturer once, where this person has 

the high islamic knowledge, but when it comes to the value aspect, the response 

was like “ we are talking about English Language, do not fill full with the things 

that should not be actually taught (Islamic Values and Knowledge). We just have 

to teach Listening and speaking. When it comes to speaking subject, we teach about 

the skill only. In fact we can teach it along with teaching the main subject; or at 



 

 

 

least it can be included the main activity such saying salam “Assalamualaikum” or 

at least the character of lecturers themselves as no immoral actions such cheating, 

and one thing. Once again, I say that how much the know about Islam or they do 

know about islam but it can be assured that they can implement it. Some of them 

might perceive that talking about teaching especially English Language Teaching, 

they indeed transfer knowledge or value. On the other case, some of them they know 

it is important, but they donot know how to; it is another example. There have been 

several levels or reasons of why the islamic values are not intergated into the 

teaching process. Except for EFIS itself, it is trapped to learn about the content only. 

Talking about content is like “Islam is like.....” we tend to forget to highlight that 

within the content we do have to practice it along with talking about the content and 

practicing what Islam has already said or what it has taught us. Back then, lets go 

back to what I have stated that maybe some of them are in the second stage where 

they know about the islam but they do not know how to intergrate it into or it might 

have been intergrated, but they think it is formal. So it has several stages of why it 

has to be integrated. I, myself, I always appreciate to each development. To 

appreciate for the intergration, I have done it, but for the should-be-done stage, I 

tend to be the type of who attempts to intergrate it; but in a differen form, like EFIS 

where it is richer, but for the other courses, are not too strict. For EFIS itself, as I 

always try to , there are many facts that Islamic State University students when they 

first attend this university, whether they mainly come from senior high but when 

they graduate from the university, the other will be careless whether you are from 

the English Language Department student or PGA, they will not consider it, they 



 

 

 

will think all of us learn about Islamic Study. So if we come from Islamic Instituion, 

we have to understand about Islam, at least being able to recite Al –Quran in which 

at first we have recited it. Mainly, I told them that this time is not only the time 

when your compentency in reciting Al-quran will be reviewed but it will be many 

more tasks like tahsin and comprehension final examination, so they have to be 

aware now on and include tahsin as one of the assessment aspect. Besides, while 

talking about Islamic Value and its Essense, not only about solah and etc, but I tend 

to teach what honesty is, how to be act honestly, and I attempt to talk about context 

in EFIS as I guide them in to a context like how Islam in Acehnese context is, started 

by asking the to pray in the Masjid and st them into group. Why did I set them into 

groups? The answer is I want them to know that being in a group is not easy in 

which they have to put aside their ego. How true our opinions is, we at least have 

to negotiate to our mates that our opinios is the most correct one. And If it is not 

accepted, they must berbesar hati that their answers are not accepted. From the 

activity, it also trainsthem to interpersonal skill, in which if they want their opinions 

to be accepted, they must pesrsuade their friends, since the others may dislike it 

(they will consider as if he/she acts bossy).so, there are many values that I want to 

share. Afterwards, I sent them outside to be in groups for about two to masjid ( I 

have my own purpose; first, I want to know the trend of preach (khutbah) which 

were preached by Khatib, how it it like? Does it have several trends. Afterwards, 

while doing the task, they are listening to khutbah by themselves and they meant it 

in listening, although they were not directly listening to it. After they recorded it, 

they must summarize and write it into English. Thus, they are also required to 



 

 

 

interview the Khatib and masjid board about the masjid profile. All of the result 

must be presented in the data in English. I hope from the activities, they recognize 

at least the history of Islam since we sometims just pass by the Masjid but we did 

not know how is in inside. Later on, from the discussion and presentation in front 

of the classmates, indirectly, when they are asked few questions, A, B, or C, it will 

turn not only as knowledge but deeper than just a single presentation but they have 

eargerness to be able to answer so they must less lots understand. For the rest two 

groups, I ask their opinions about Islam in Aceh. I also asked them to choose one 

of the subtitiles, because talking about thne implementation of Sharia law, whether 

talking about khalwat,adultery, etc.  I ask them to ask to public figures in 

community/society. Because it is a legitimate research, so I asked them to interview 

who are willing to be interviewed  and easy to be met; not really procedural or 

birocratic. If you have your neighbours who understand about it, just take it. But 

you do must have reason of why it is just a contextual principle, academic, and a 

little more the willingness of interview’s participants. For another course subjects, 

yeah I always insert the contexts, as I am often into gender context, moreover 

talking about the “cambuk” law, so it happens regularly, there is a connection 

between. And usually, the women who became the victims, are the students from 

our university. This law is good for men in which they tend not to be the next doer 

alongwith inserting the islamic values into gender context but also the islamic 

values and Al-qur’an verses. But nott only those, especially about dicipline, I really 

dislike unpunctual person, so I usually make learning contract. Except, that “you 

and I forget to remind you to remind me the night before” and I forget so I asked 



 

 

 

them “Did I have a promise?’ but I cant remember it, except maybe I have a 

consultation at 10 o’clock. So if I dont have any promises, I would be more relaxed, 

and in my house if I dont have guest, I can be relaxed, like praying, going to bank, 

and while doing that, I soon remember that I do have a promise. 

Suhud: In our department, the courses relating to religion context are limited 

now, like ulumul qur’an, Islamic Civilization history, Islamic Methodology stud, 

EFIS. It is left around 5. 

Bu nash: it is due to the requirement. There are so many things that relate to 

regulations. For instance, we currently have kkn curricula. There are some 

regulations for which some aspects are for, in which sometime, we often say that in 

the western countries are more developed that the content are not too full, we do 

realise it. But on the other hand, in those stuffs, there are many competitions in 

curriculum, so many. Everyone feels that some kind of subjects are important to be 

included, everyone thinks that this must be included, etc. Even more, there is a 

peace study is important since Aceh experienced conflict , corruption study and 

anti-corruption, and sharia Islam. Thus, it may be similar to some of contents . 

Because maybe why sharia law is implemented in Aceh or talking about qanun. 

Whether we want it or not, the executor in our department must accomodate those 

things and it is indeed there are obligations that within some years the curriculum 

must be evaluated. Whether the curriculum is up-to-date or relevant to be 

implemented, are there any subtances . Talking about KKNI which is now 

considered as, we produce the students for what extent? Why do we produce the 

students? The point is that those skills are not used in the field of work. So that is 



 

 

 

why, we have entrepreneurship, leadership, and etc. That is one of the reasons of 

we provide those subjects for students to be prepared. The kind of dilemma, but we 

still have to think positively that we are still crucial. Let say that this is a room that 

need to be filled, we want to fill it all, but it will not fit it all. So we have to look at 

what is more important since we think all is important; we need to sit and share the 

ideas. On the other side, the capacity of our students or the capacity that must be 

included have the limitation. As the result, in one side, we need to be tolerant and I 

think that there must be a method or strategy which is compatible for the shortened 

content to have a specific strategy with lots of impacts. Ibaratnya we when we work 

while raise the family, the children are important and the affection for the children 

is also important, how deal with this? Let us not talk about the quantity but it is 

more about quality. So I i think that is what I need to suggest in the future if the 

islamic learning is limited. If it is limited at least the quality (16.06) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Interviewer  : Suhud 

Respondent  : Yuyun Afriliani 

I : Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatu. 

R : Walaikum salam warahmaatullah wabarakatu, what can i help you ?  



 

 

 

I : I would like to interview you as my participant, i will ask you some 

question related to my research. 

R : ok, with my pleasure please. 

I : What semester are you ? 

R : semester nineth. 

I : what you expect when you come to English Education Department? 

R : the first, i think i expect to come to English department first i want to be 

logious than before. And second one i want to mastering English Language 

because i want, i have a dream that i want to continue my study in Brunai 

Darussalam. So that, i have to prepare my islamic knowledge, so i come to 

islamic university, so that i have to prepare my english knowledge. 

I : Ok, then have you finish all your subjects? 

R : Yes, i do. 

I : well, we not only learn about vocational subect like English and other 

language. What we learn is about islamic related subject, so what you got 

after finnish all the subject? 

R : ok, of course knowledge. Many knowledge because i study in english 

department. I got English speaking, my english speaking right? And then, 

because my knowledge about islam. I don’t know i can know especially 

about the islamic. For example, before i don’t know about ulumul qur’an, 

and when i come to islamic university english department especially. I have 

learned ulumul qur’an. And then before i dont know about the subject is 

that. And then, ulumul qur’an study about the qur’an. And example now, i 

know if the surrah comedown because of the reason. 

I : do you think is the islamic study that have been taught could apply in 

society? 

Y : yes, of course. Because that study in islamic university. I study english, we 

can get a more knowledge about islam and apply in society. We not only 

teach about Engish but also we can teach about islam like read the wur’an, 

we can be the ustazah like that or we can teach iqra’ and then yeah, another 

knowledge about islam.  



 

 

 

I : and we can see in academic the subject which related to Islamic is less than 

before. Now, i find subject that related to islamic is fiqh and ushul fiqh, 

islamic study methodology. What do you think is that islamic related subject 

could be act into curriculum? 

R : yeah, i think because nowdays students less about akhlak, so, we have add 

the subject about akhlak, because we are future teacher. We have to study 

more about akhlak bacause we teach our student about akhlak too. 

I : ok, thanyou for your time. Assalamualaikum warahmatulllahi wabarakatu.   

2. Interviewer : Suhud 

Respondent : Maisal Rahmadi 

I : Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatu 

R : Walaikaum salam warahmatullahi wabarakatu 

I : i want to interview you as my research participant and i will ask you some 

question related to my research, what semester are you now? 

R : actually this nineth semester 

I : ok, we can start to the question. What do you expect when you come to 

english education department? 

R : actually is that in first semester or last ? 

I : in first semester 

R : in first semester actually i expect to speak english well. And then i can 

finish as soon as possible to get my bachelordegree. And then i can teach, 

being a teacher is my dream. 

I : and now you have finish all the subject of english education department. 

R : sure. I am done with all of the subject 

I : in our department, we learn not only foccus on our subject but also islamic 

related subject. So after you finish all the subject. What have you got after 

finish all the subject? 

R : sorry, can you repeat on ? 

I : we learn not only foccus but also islamic related subject. And you now 

have finished all of the subject. The question is what you got after you finish 

all the subbject. 



 

 

 

R : actually, surely i got knowledge how to be a good teacher, and i can teach. 

Now i already teach in MAN Model Banda Aceh, it is like contract but 

actually i ready practice with everything that i have learned inn english 

department. 

I : do you think the islamic related subject been taught in English department 

could be apply in society. 

R : surely, because that is really benefiit for me. Because i teach in man model 

banda aceh. There is basic  of madrasah and i have to give a lot of like 

motivation for them. I mean why they have to learn english that related to 

islamic background. Actually, i can apply, i already learned about EFIS te 

function of english in isla,ic foccus. S, my student they feel english is so 

useful it is not only talking about foreign language but also can dakwah. 

Something thaat related to our religion using English. 

I : ok. Now in our department. The islamic related subject is less before. There 

are 5 islamic which is related to islamic subject. For example, ushul fiqh, 

sejarah peradaban islam, studi syariat islam, metodologi  islam and EFIS. 

So, what do you think is there islamic related subject could be into our 

curriculum? 

R : for the university degree? 

I : no, for our department. 

R : alright, actually there is include in our curriculum right? Because we have 

already learned about that. It has 5 subject that already teach in our 

department. I think that is really benefit which include in our department.  

I : but  we can see now, the islamic related subject is less than before. We can 

see in our curriculum in 2013. There are 7 islamic related subject. 

R : i though when we talking about religion, when we talking about islamic 

studies actually for as as the UIN, all of member in this college must be 

learn by themselves, we have to learn by ourselves. We not only get from 

lecturer, there is have 5 subject actually can or must be to complete what we 

learned by ourselves. 

I : so, do you think. Is there no islamic subject tat could be entry? 



 

 

 

R : we have to apply, but we also to complete. We not only foccus on this 5 

islamic studies. We have to learn another by ourselves but this subject is 

good. That is apply in our department. We have to learn more than 5 subject. 

I : just it. Thankyou for your time.  

3. Interviewer : Suhud 

Respondent : Zhafar Qarib 

I :Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatu 

R : walaikum salam warahmatullahi wabarakatu. 

I : i will interview  you as my reserach participant and i will to ask some 

question related to my research. What semester are you now? 

R : i am in the nineth semester.  

I : ok. So before you come to this english education. What you expect when 

you come to english department? 

R : i expecting actually i have already expect about teaching because it as 

english you know english,,,, english and english. It’s so helpful, also i get finally 

guide some of stuff like teaching at first i didn’t like it, but rightnow it is very good. 

So yeah that was i learn now. 

I : have you finish all the subject in english department? 

R : alhamdulillah. I have finish all of the subjects, but actually i have last 

assigment that I finish yet , you know what ? it is skripsi. 

I : so what you got after you finish all the subjects in english education 

department? 

R : what i got? Of course so much. That’s very interesting because we not only 

learn about english but also there are ery many subject such as hadist, ulumul qur’an 

and then tassawuf and then IAD, all the subjects also benefit when we get inside. It 

is not just english subject 

I : now we can see in academic guide book the islamic related subject is less 

than before. We can see just 5 related subject in english education department. For 

example : sejarah peradaban islam, fiqh and ushul fiqh, methodology studi islam 

and EFIS. So what do you think about it? 



 

 

 

R : well, as we know that our basic is islamic university, some is really 

helpful.and identity for university. So it’ helpful to learn that at the first time of 

course we know the name we hate islam. So yeah, when the student come here they 

already know, they want to know more about islam not only just learning subject 

that related to theirs. So it’s helpful 

I : because of the islamic subject is less than before , so what do you think is 

there islamic related subject should be add in our curriculum? 

R : i don’t know we have to get about islamic related subject but maybe that’s 

gonna be some reason i guess there is something want be missing that we need to 

add again to te islamic related subject, akhlak and tassawuf but that’s actually one 

of the crucial subject. I think we need to put in our curriculum. Because that’s why 

we learne to behave, akhlak is one of the more important skill before muslim. That’s 

how people see us as behave and everyone have to show them. How good we are, 

how great we are. They have to see us based on our behaviour. That’s most the 

important thing in new curriculum if i must suggest.  

I : let say you have finish the subject not only vocational subject but alo 

islamic related subject. So, do you think islamic related subject, they have been 

taught could be apply in society?. 

R : yes, of course. I think it’s very could be apply in society especially we live 

in aceh. Aceh is syariah and every village they always have young like religious 

background. So you know tengku, not only can be the imam, at the sametime they 

can change replace and we can be the replacement. We are the young we have 

knowledge as the background as we know nowdays that so rare to see, let say TPA 

pengajian, they have 4 times from morning to the afternoon. It’s really helpful 

subject to be fill.  

 

4. Interviewer : Wirma Suhud 

Respondent : Wilza Setiana 

I : Assalamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 

R : Walaikaum salam warahmatullahi wabarakatuh 



 

 

 

I : i will interview  you as my reserach participant and i will to ask some 

question related to my research. What semester are you now? 

R : oke,  i am in the nineth semester.  

I : What do you expect when you come to English education department? 

R : my expectation before I studied at English education department, I can 

master English language well, study Islamic teaching to maintain my 

characteristic based on Islam. Even though at the first time I don’t have 

intention to take English as my majority, because my first choice to study 

physics in another university.   

I : have you finish the entire subject in English department?  

R : Yes, I do. I’ve finished all the obligatory subjects and optional subjects 

that provide by English language department. 

I : we not only learn about vocational subjects, we also learned about Islamic 

related subjects, so what you got after Finish all these subjects? 

R : well, I have learned many things in this department, much knowledge that 

makes me lov e English even more and what I’m grateful for is when my 

time for study, and I got many knowledge from this department. 

I : let say you have finish the subject not only vocational subject but alo 

Islamic related subject. So, do you think islamic related subject that have been 

taught could be apply in society ?. 

R :  yes of course, because Islamic subjects or Islamic teaching subjects can 

be applied in many situation and society, because there are so many values that can 

be guidance in our life.  

I : because of the islamic subject is less than before , so what do you think is 

there islamic related subject should be add in our curriculum? 

R : In my opinion, English department have done their best for their 

curriculum as well as related to Islamic subjects. If you ask about the addition, I 

think because there are substraction for Islamic subjects in this department 

curriculum, so I think it must be cover up in the dormitory acticities or at least the 

department of English education maintain Akhlaq subjects in the curriculum. 

Because you know, if someone has knowledge without Akhlaq is equally zero.  



 

 

 

5. Interviewer : Wirma Suhud 

Respondent : Karuni Khumaira Arta 

I :   what do you expect when you come to English education department? 

R  : at the first time that I come to the english department I expect that I be  the 

teacher in English Language  and also I will buit my knowledge  about Islam 

especially. 

I : have you finish the entire subject in English department?  

R  : yes, I have. 

I : what you got ? 

R  : I will separated in 2 categories which the first is about  Islamic knowledge 

and the second is about English Knowledge. Can you repeat the question ? 

I  : we not only learn about vocational subjects, we also learned about Islamic 

related subjects, so what you got after Finish all these subjects? 

R  ; oke, in english knowledge I feel better, I feel my abillity to speak and my 

abillity to teaching English language is improved and  in Islamic eductaion could 

be I really really feel better than before. 

I  : let say you have finish the subject not only vocational subject but alo 

islamic related subject. So, do you think islamic related subject, they have been 

taught could be apply in society ?. 

R  :  yes, of course. I think all subjects or all knowledge about Islam is good 

and we can applied in the society. 

I  : because of the islamic subject is less than before , so what do you think is 

there islamic related subject should be add in our curriculum? 

R  : Our curriculum you mean our university’s curriculum rigth ? 

I  : No, but just our department’s curriculum. 

R  : Oke, I think when first i come to my University that not Uin but still IAIN, 

it was institute. So if the institute they wiil can, I mean they can do more or they 

can add some  subjects to their department  and they can do it without the rules of 

the government . I mean If you go to the IAIN like now is UIN so you must do the 

rules of the government. And I think we can’t add more subjects to our curriculum 

because it was the decision of government, and we must follow the rules of 



 

 

 

government. I think if we add more some Islamic subjects it must out of our 

curriculum for example students  obligated to join ma’had for one semester. 

I  : Oke I got your point, thank you so much for your time and also your 

answer. 

R  : yes you are wellcome. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Name : Ulfha Wahyuni CH 

NIM : 170203129 

I : What are the Islamic values you would like to get in English Education 

department ? 

R : Nilai agama yang ingin saya dapatkan di PBI itu adalah tentang 

memperkuat agama islam. Karena kebanyakan, mahasiswa yang sudah 

mendapatkan gelar sarjana , ia akan melanjutkan studynya ke luar negeri.  



 

 

 

Kehidupan disana tentulah sangat berbeda dengan di aceh. Karena dia akan tinggal 

dengan orang yang berdeda agama dengan kita. Dan bila agamanya tidak kuat maka 

kita akan terjerumus ke hal yang allah benci. Naudzubillahi minzaliik. Tidak hanya 

ilmu tauhid tapi juga seperti ilmu fiqh, akhlak, tajwid juga perlu didapatkan di PBI. 

Karena kita hidup tidak hanya mengejar dunia saja tapi juga akhirat.  

7. Name: Desi Ilham Putri 

Nim : 170203139 

I : What are the Islamic values you would like to get in English Education 

department ? 

R : Bisa saya pikirin dulu jawabannya sebentar bg.  

nah, ilmu ilmu keislaman yang ingin saya dapatkan di pbi adalah ; 

Yang pertama untuk mengetahui bagaiman interpretasi islam dalam kehidupan 

manusia terhadap bahasa inggris. Yang kedua adalah untuk mengetahui bagaimana 

pengaruh perkembangan islam dengan banyaknya orang islam yang bisa berbahasa 

inggris dan yang terakhir adalah untuk mengetahui bagaimana sikap dan sifat ketika 

berhadapan dan menjalin hubungan baik dengan dosen. Karena kami masih 

mahasiswa baru dan belum tahu bagaimana cara yang sopan ketika menghubungi 

dosen melalui  SMS. Dan kami juga ingin mahasiswa itu selalu bisa bersilaturahmi 

dengan dosen. Supaya hubungan dosen dan mahasiswa itu selalu baik.  

8. Name : mardhatillah  

Nim : 170203130 

I : What are the Islamic values you would like to get in English Education 

department ? 



 

 

 

R : Euumm. Mungkin lebih ke perbaikan akhlak ya. Ya bicara masalah 

umumnya mulai dari fakultas tarbiyah, dimana semua yang disana di didik untuk 

jadi pendidik yang layak. Mungkin ada sebagian orang yang bilang “ kan sudah 

dewasa sudah bisa memilih mana yang baik dan mana yang buruknya” tapi one 

pointnya, terlepas dari kekhususan orang harus berubah dimulai dari diri sendiri , 

kampus juga harus seleketif dalam hal aturan akhlak. Khususnya ini untuk fakultas 

tarbiyah dan jurusan bahasa inggris. Contohnya aja padahal itu anak tarbiyah, tapi 

masih ada anak cowoknya yang berani ke kampus memakai celana jeans, padahal 

itu kan sudah jelas dilarang di dalam kode etik berbusana di tarbiyah. Terus 

dikantin, dimana dosen dan mahasiswanya duduk dibawah atap yang sama tapi ada 

beberapa mahasiswa yang santainya merokok. Ya mungkin agak sepele sih, tapi 

beberapa hal kecil yang dilewatin kek gitu jadi hal yang besar nantinya yang 

biasanya merokok di depan dosennya. Nanti kalau jadi guru merokok di depan 

siswanya. Ya lepas dari itu semua, yang paling terpenting adalah akhlak no satu. 

Dan Selanjutnya mungkin tentang materinya. Minsalnya matakuliah reading, kan 

bisa dapat dua point. Minsalkan dikasih bacaanya tentang agama. Pertamamya 

memang tentang masalah membaca dan pemahaman kemampuan reading dan 

keduanya kalau bacaanya masalah agama pasti keren. Jadi, mahasiswa dapat kedua 

ilmu, yang pertama pemahaman tentang reading dan yangb kedua tahu tentang 

masalah islam. Terus contoh lainnya lagi, setiap dosennya masuk ke dalam kelas 

biasakan mahasiswanya  untuk membaca do’a di dalam hati sebelum memulai 

pembelajaran. Atau kalau menurut dosen itu bisa dilakukan oleh mahasiswa tanpa 

disuruh tapi kan apa salahnya kalau dosen yang mengingatkan, sepele kan tapi 



 

 

 

semua yang dilmulai dengan bismillah pasti hasilnya lebih bagus. Gitu aja sihn 

menurut saya bg. 

9. Nama : Sarah Al-Lail  

Nim : 170203107 

I : What are the Islamic values you would like to get in English Education 

department ? 

R : Saya masih semester satu dan selama semester satu ini hanya ada satu 

matakuliah yang menyangkut keislaman yaitu ulumul qur’an dana ulumul hadist. 

Saya harap semester-semester berikutnya ada laki matakuliah keislaman. Meski 

kita bukan jurusan agama tapi belajar nilai keislaman sangat penting agar kita 

mempunyai pemahaman agama yang baik. Terutama nilai akhlak, saya sangat ingin 

belajar bahasa inggris di iringi juga dengan belajar akhlak Al’adabu fauqal’ilmi 

adab itu berada diatas ilmu. Berakhlak akan menuntut kita manusia yang beradab. 

Dengan adnaya akhlak maka nilai nilai keislaman yang lain akan mudah terbentuk 

dalam diri kita. Saya ingin lulusan PBI adalah orang orang yang kreatif dan 

beintelektual serta memiliki pemahaman agama yang baik.  

10. Nama : Vonna Rizka  

Nim : 170203154 

I : What are the Islamic values you would like to get in English Education 

department ? 

R : The Islamic values that I would like to get in English education department 

are in every subject taught by a lecturer must be consist the material that related to 



 

 

 

Islam, for example: the history of Islam, hadist, and etc. in English education I want 

the lecturer order us to memorize some hadist and explained it in front of the class, 

it will be help us to know the Islamic values more through this way.  
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